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Highlights:






Near normal to slightly above number of
offshore wind events through winter.
Above normal temperatures/below normal
precipitation expected, especially JanuaryFebruary
Large fire potential returning to normal in
this month over the entire area.
Long term drought will continue over
Southern California this winter into early
spring.

WEATHER DISCUSSION
The longwave weather pattern across the Eastern
Pacific was highly varied during the past 30 days.
This resulted in intermittent wet and dry periods
which is typical of late fall. A series of very wet storm
systems brought widespread heavy rain to the
northern part of the state in October and the first part
of the month. At the current time, the northern
Sierras are reporting well above normal rain and
snowfall totals, but the heaviest precipitation
remained north of the district for the most part. In all,
the fluctuation between wet and dry periods the past
30 days has resulted in near normal precipitation as
a GACC-wide average.
The high frequency of storms over the Pacific
Northwest earlier this fall was partially caused by an
active polar jet stream. This jet helped spin up strong
low pressure areas as well as steer abundant
moisture over the Western Pacific toward the West
Coast. However, during the past few weeks, a strong
ridge has developed over the Eastern Pacific which
has produced drier and windier weather across our
area.
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The presence of a strong ridge over the Eastern Pacific is
quite common during a La Niña condition over the
equatorial waters off the South American coast. While the
current ENSO is only weakly negative, above normal sea
surface temperatures over the immediate Gulf of Alaska
area may be disrupting the jet stream (Figure 1, below).
The ridge does not appear to be a permanent feature
(unlike the ridiculously resilient ridge, dubbed by
meteorologist Daniel Swain), but it may be present more
often than not this winter due to the weakly negative
ENSO pattern.

normal precipitation this winter (Figures 2-3, below).
The deficits in precipitation may be most acute during
January and February which is ordinarily the wettest
part of the year. Should this come to fruition, this would
mark the 6th season in a row of below normal
precipitation during the height of the “rainy season”
Figure 2: Long Range NCEP coupled forecast system
model, version 2

Figure 1: Current SST anomalies, Eastern Pacific

Figure 3: Possible Long Wave Pattern Jan.-Feb. ‘17

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) remains strongly
positive. During the last month or so, the index had been
trending downward, but the rate of change has slowed
lately and the PDO is expected to remain positive (warm
phase) for several more weeks, at least. Indeed, the SST
pattern in the map above does closely resemble one
typically seen during a warm phase PDO. This will likely
result in above normal temperatures, particularly during
the January and February timeframe. Offshore wind
events are expected to remain at near to slightly above
normal rates of occurrence, with roughly 2-3 episodes
expected per month.
Most long range models have picked up on the
combination of the warm PDO/negative ENSO.
Ensembles at this point depict below to well below
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FUELS AND DROUGHT OUTLOOK:

Figure 4: DFM, Western Mountains (ANF, LPNF)

A wet period in the fall along with seasonally cooler
weather has allowed dead fuel moisture values to
inch toward near normal readings over many areas.
Central California (outside the high desert) has
received near to slightly above normal precipitation
since October 1st with amounts generally increasing
as one goes northward. An increase in fuel moisture
in both live and dead fuels along with an increase in
soil moisture should keep the threat of large fires
minimal over Central California for the next several
weeks.

Figure 5: DFM, Southern Sierra (Kern County Mountains)

Further south, conditions remain significantly drier as
a heavy and widespread rainfall event has not
occurred over all regions. A few places, including
much of Los Angeles and Ventura County, remain a
bit drier and fuels in these areas will be receptive to
ignition during peak heating hours on hot, windy
days. This will be especially true in areas which have
a large amount of dead fuels. But subsequent storms
this month should bring enough rainfall to allow large
fire potential to return to near normal in these areas
as well. Short daylight hours, a low sun angle, and
seasonally cool weather should also serve to keep
large fire potential low.
The dominant weather pattern for the late winter and
spring is unresolved at this point. There are some
indications that spring of 2017 may resemble 2013
when above normal precipitation occurs in late March
or April. But there is also a good chance of below
normal precipitation continuing into the spring.
Should that occur, large fire potential may climb back
to above normal levels a few weeks earlier than
normal. Even if the Geographic Area beats the odds
and has near normal precipitation this winter, drought
conditions are likely to continue into 2017 south of Pt.
Conception.
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